We proposed and demonstrated a novel practical fiber Bragg grating (FBG) fabrication setup constructed with high performance linear stages, piezoelectric translation (PZT) stages, and a highly stable continuous wave laser. The FBG fabrication system enables writing of long FBGs by a continuous translate-and-write process and allows implementation of arbitrary chirp and apodization. A key innovation is that the local Bragg wavelength is controlled by a simple movement of the phase mask by a PZT in the direction perpendicular to its surface. The focus position of the two writing beams is not changed during the Bragg wavelength change, an intrinsic feature of the design, ensuring simplicity, robustness and stability. Apodization can be achieved by vibrating the phase mask in the direction parallel to its surface by a PZT. Phase steps can also be inserted in FBGs at any desired locations by stepping the same PZT. A long uniform FBG and a linearly chirped FBG are written to demonstrate the performance of the setup.
Introduction
Fiber Bragg grating (FBG) is a periodic refractive index perturbation along an optical fiber. It was first demonstration by Hill et al. in 1978 [1] . Since then, various FBG fabrication techniques have been developed. Recently, FBGs are becoming a critical element for applications in sensors and optical communication systems. High quality FBGs are immensely useful in a variety of applications. In principle, FBGs with complicated designs are capable of providing optical filters that meet complex spectral and dispersion requirements. However, only few grating structures could be fabricated due to the limitation of effective grating fabrication methods. Design software based on inverse scattering approaches has been well developed [2] [3] [4] [5] . With these new complicated design tools for gratings, a practical effective FBG fabrication setup capable of varying both apodization and local grating phase is highly desirable. Most FBGs are fabricated by standard phase mask technique where a photosensitive fiber is placed behind a phase mask [6] [7] [8] . The technique is simple and effective. However, it also limits the implementation of complex gratings. A different phase mask has to be made to write each grating with slightly different designs. The cost for a non-standard phase mask is very high.
Several years ago Liu et al. demonstrated an excellent approach to write arbitrary FBG with a translate-and-write configuration [9] . The setup makes use of the highly stable velocity characteristics of the air-bearing translation stage with the aid of laser encoder. By synchronizing the shutter and translation stage with a pre-generated grating profile, high performance arbitrary FBGs can be written. The writing beam can be scanned by over hundreds of times with limited of errors.
Gagne et al. illustrated a push-pull electro-optic modulation scheme [10] . Two electrooptical phase modulators were placed in the two optical paths. Interference pattern are formed in the core of the moving fiber. The setup requires synchronization of the phase modulator and the motor, which translates the fiber. Phase of the fringe pattern, consequently the corresponding phase in the FBG, at any fiber position can be controlled by the pair of phase modulators and the motor. No moving part in optical setup minimizes moving errors in this arrangement.
Li et al. showed a high-channel-count FBG fabrication setup that uses non-standard phase mask technique [11] . A special tailor-made phase mask with complicated profile was used. The advantage is that FBG fabrication is simplified by transferring the main challenges to phase mask fabrication.
These techniques have been applied to many new applications requiring more sophisticated FBG designs, such as multichannel dispersion compensation for telecommunication, multichannel fiber laser and DFB fiber lasers. We reported a novel fiber Bragg grating (FBG) fabrication setup. The FBG fabrication system is capable of writing long FBGs by a translate-and-write process and allows implementation of FBGs with arbitrary chirp and apodization. The local Bragg wavelength is controlled by a simple movement of the phase mask by a PZT in the direction perpendicular to its surface (Y-axis). Both writing beam focuses are not affected in this process and stay at the same locations on the fiber, an intrinsic property of the design, guaranteeing robustness and stability due to the simplicity of the process. The apodization can be achieved by moving the phase mask in the direction parallel to its surface (X-axis) by a PZT. Phase steps can also be implemented by stepping the X-axis controller. Comparing to writing with fiber right behind the phase mask, this new design allows more focused beam on the fiber and, consequently, faster writing. A long uniform FBG and a linearly chirped FBG are written to demonstrate the performance of the setup. 
Operation principle

Equipment
A continuous wave (CW) UV laser (INNOVA Sabre MOTOFRED from coherence Inc.) working at the wavelength of 244-nm with 4-mm coherent length is used as a writing beam. The spot size of the beam is ~1-mm. The laser power is very stable with < ± 1% power variation. The laser power is specified at 500-mW. A phase mask imprinted by holographic pattern technique from Ibsen is used for splitting the writing beam to two beams with half mutual angle of ~13.2° in air with the pitch of 1070.6-nm. The phase mask is mounted on top of two high precision piezoelectric transducers (PZTs) made by Physik Instrumente. The two PZTs are used for controlling the position of the phase mask. The X-axis and Y-axis PZTs have 0.03-nm and 2.5-nm resolution and maximum range of travel of 12-µm and 1500-µm, respectively. The two linear translation stages are controlled by a state-of-the-art controller, which offers integrated, low-noise power amplifier and improves the positioning accuracy to 0.001% of its travel range. The X-axis PZT functions to control the apodization profile or the phase shift of the grating; meanwhile the Y-axis PZT together with a pair of mirrors and cylindrical lenses functions to control the chirp rate or tune the peak wavelength.
The blocker is for blocking the zero-order UV beam from the phase mask. In a typical case, the zero order after passing though the phase mask is ~1%. The two mirrors then reflect the ± 1 order diffraction of the laser beam to the cylindrical lenses. The points of incident of the ± 1 order beams hitting the mirrors change when the phase mask is moved by the Y-axis PZT. Subsequently, the beams incidence on the cylindrical lenses slightly displaced parallel to their optical axes. The fiber is placed at the focus of the two beams. The mutual angle of the two beams at the fiber is changed if the beams hit different parts of the cylindrical lenses, but the beam position on the fiber is not changed. In the normal case, for writing a non-chirped FBG, the beams pass through the lenses at a fixed mutual angle.
Operation
In this setup, an FBG is fabricated by a so-called write-and-translate method. In the simplest case, a uniform grating can be written by moving the air-bearing translation stage by the multiples of the grating pitch, Λ. When the shutter is off, the air-bearing translation stage moves the interferometer to next desired position. After sometime for stabilization, the shutter is switched on and the translation stage holds its position and writes the grating. This is the simplest and most direct method to write a grating with CW laser beam. The proportional amount of time used for writing exposure with this approach is extremely high comparing to other translation-and-write methods, and can be controlled by the exposure time on each writing position. The minimum possible off-time is mainly determined by the time taken to stabilize at a given position. In our case, the off time is typically about 700~1300-ms.
The principle of operation is straight forward. However, the implementation of this approach is extremely challenging in practice. It is very hard for the air-bearing translation stage to hold its position within nano-meters scale range for a certain period of time. That is the main reason that other methods used constant velocity while synchronizing the shutter for the purpose of minimizing the phase errors during writing [9, 10] . Keeping the position of the stage within as small as ± ~3-nm is impossible without proper environmental isolation and fine-tuning of the air-bearing translation stage. The accuracy of the air-bearing translation stage is heavily relied on the interferometer encoder, which is used for measuring the distance of the translation stage. With 0.3-nm resolution, the stage could in theory have sufficient positional accuracy for negligible phase error in the grating. Any disturbance to the optical path of the interferometer, however, contributes to instability for holding the position. The key of our approach is to achieve high stability. We made improvements on the stability by isolating the environment. Minimal disruption in the setup is thus ensured. Environmental control is the key to keep the air-bearing translation stage working at optimum condition. Proper PID tuning and airflow rate supply to the translation stage also help in stabilizing the stage. After tuning, the stage can stabilize at a position within ± 1-nm for 90% of time within one hour, meanwhile error falls in the range of ± 3-nm for the remaining 10% of the time. The ultra high stability allows a simple, direct and efficient fundamental approach to write high flexible designed FBGs.
In general, for high quality FBGs writing, a CW laser is preferred [9] . There are a number of reasons for adapting a CW laser over a pulse laser. The power stability of pulse lasers is usually worse than that of CW lasers. The fluctuation of output power of a typical pulse laser is usually larger than 3% from pulse to pulse. This causes a large amplitude fluctuation along the grating. Another problem of pulse lasers is the pulse jittering. It results in serious phase errors in the grating. In addition, the peak power of pulse laser is much higher and it significantly reduces the mechanical strength of the fiber [12] . A high mechanical strength is crucial for most FBG sensing applications.
However, using CW laser as writing beam is challenging. Any undesired vibrations in the setup increase the phase error. In normal case, the period of the grating is ~535-nm for a grating in C-band. If there is a relative movement corresponding to π phase shift (267.5-nm) in the grating, the grating can be completely erased. The positional error within ± 3-nm is acceptable. In our setup, over 99% of the time (measured over 20 hours), the error is within ± 3-nm centered at the given position.
The proposed setup not only present an easier and more efficient way to fabricate FBGs, but also offer flexibilities in phase control, which allows arbitrary FBG fabrication, including phase-shift grating and apodized grating, and chirped grating.
The X-axis PZT and a small incremental adjustment of the air-bearing translation stage control the local phase in the grating. In the ideal case, the local phase of the grating during fabrication is only dependent on the position of the phase mask. This assumes that there is no vibration, no temperature difference among the components that affects the optical paths between the phase mask and the fiber, and no air current moving in the optical paths. The pitch of the phase mask, Λ pm is fixed. The local phase of the grating can be controlled by the position of the phase mask. For example, by moving the X-axis PZT with half of Λ pm , i.e. 535.3-nm in our case, a π phase shift can be produced. A phase shift can also be added by moving the air-bearing translation stage. The advantage of using the PZT instead of the airbear translation stage is its fast response time. With the ability to change phase along the grating, apodized FBGs can be fabricated. Apodization profile can be achieved by using other less sophisticated FBG fabrication methods, for example, utilization of apodization mask, or scanning with a velocity profile to control the UV dose along the fiber. One of the major benefits of this setup is the ability to control the chirp rate of the grating by a simple Y-axis control. The operation principle is illustrated in Fig. 2 . The fiber is placed in the focus point of the two beams. The pitch of the grating, Λ, inside the core is determined by the mutual angles of the two beams and described by where λ uv is the wavelength of the UV writing beam, and θ air is the mutual angle of the interference beams. The Bragg wavelength is proportional to the effective refractive index and the pitch, Λ. By tuning the Bragg wavelength slightly during the fabrication, chirp rate can be changed as long as the focal plane of the interference does not change.
Chirp rate control
Three cases with the phase mask at three different vertical positions are annotated in Fig.  2(a) . The optical paths are indicated with red, blue and green color when the phase mask is positioned at the corresponding position, which is labeled with the same color. The red shows the path, which passes though the centre of the cylindrical lens, and the green and blue represent the extreme cases, which obtain the maximum and minimum wavelengths. The relationship of the Bragg wavelength is given by The smaller the mutual angle, the larger the wavelength can be obtained. The cylindrical lenses are placed in such a way that the beams are focused at the core of the fiber. Even if the beams hit on the sides of the lenses, they are also focused on the same spot as if it hits at centre. It allows the change of the λ B , or, in the other word, the change of the chirp rate during the writing without the need of re-positioning the fiber vertically. The illustration and calculated results are shown in Fig. 3 . In the design, the θ air allows the maximum changes of ~ ± 0.06°, providing ~11.5-nm of wavelength tuning range. Figure 3(c) shows the schematic diagram of the control of the Bragg wavelength. The focal length of the cylindrical lenses was 270-mm. The corresponding calculated maximum deviation of half mutual angle is ~0.1. The operation principle for making phase shift and chirped FBG has been introduced. The two parameters can be independently and controllably tuned. However, the overall performance relies heavily on the accuracy of the alignments of the components. The mirrors play very important role. The mirrors have to be solidly mounted. The Bragg wavelength of the grating is very sensitive to the angles of deviations of the mirrors. Figure 4 illustrates the situation when the mirrors accidently moved slightly. The sensitivity is about 116-nm per degree, assuming the angles changes symmetrically. Since the sensitivity is so high that the mirrors have to be solidly mounted and no adjustable mount is used. A highly stable environment is required. The high stability of the writing environment is reflected on the position of the air-bearing translation stage. Figure 5 shows the position error. The error was measured by the software package, Nscope, which is used for tuning the control parameters of the translation stage from Aerotech. The units of Y-axis and X-axis are nanometers and seconds, respectively. The position error was sampled at 1 kHz for 8 seconds. In order to examine its stability, the position error was measured with a laser interferometer encoder from Renishaw's Model RL10. Stability over long duration was also measured. 80.56%, 99.31%, and 99.56% of the error fell in the range of  ± 1-nm,  ± 3-nm and < ± 5-nm, respectively. The raw data was sampled at 1 kHz and measured over 20 hours. Greater than 99% of the time, the air-bearing stage stays at its position with its stability up to ± 3-nm which allows sufficient stability for writing long and highly complex FBGs. Fig. 6 . spectra of a 90-mm long uniform FBG.
Result
Long FBG
The transmission and reflection spectrum of a 90-mm long uniform FBG are shown in Fig. 6 . The peak wavelength is 1551.05-nm with 15-pm of 3-dB bandwidth. The spectrum of the grating was measured by an MOI interrogator (model SM-125) with the resolution of 5-pm. The laser power was 60-mW with ~1-mm spot size of the beam. The designed grating period, Λ, was 535.155-nm. The dash lines show the simulated spectra. The FBG was fabricated by simple translate-and-write method. When the air-bearing stage was holding at the initial position, the shutter opened and the laser beams hit at the core of the fiber for three seconds of exposure time. The translation stage then move to 100 times of its pitch, i.e. ~53.5-µm, and then hold its position for a few hundreds of milliseconds in order to ensure the vibration being minimized during seeking for new location, and the beam was on again at this new position. The grating was scanned by one time for a travel length of 90-mm.
The fabrication of long length FBG has been a challenging problem for most FBG fabrication technique. Standard phase mask technique is the most commonly used for writing gratings. The length of the mask limits the grating length. There are two sophisticated techniques for making phase masks. With the phase mask made by electron beam technique, there are phase errors where e-beam fields are stitched together. The resultant grating suffers large phase errors. Phase masks made by holographic exposure are much better in minimizing phase errors. However, the cost for such a long phase mask is very high especially when they have to be made for each grating wavelength.
There are three difficulties for fabricating long FBGs. Two main problems are nanoscopic scale vibrations and temperature fluctuations during the long period of fabrication time. These two issues can be minimized by the isolation of the environment for the whole writing facilities. Additionally, optical alignments and mechanical designs are also critical. The whole setup including the air-bearing translation stage and the fiber holder platform is mounted on a 1.5-ton granite. Under the granite, there are four rubbers to absorb vibration from the ground. The granite is placed on top of Tuned-Damped Field smart table made from Newport. The table measures the high frequency vibration and actively cancels the noise with a built-in damper. Phase error depends strongly on vibrations at any part of the system in an interferometer setup like ours. The alignment of the optical path also plays a critical role. A result of a 50-mm long linear chirped grating is shown in Fig. 7 . The dash line shows the simulated result. The chirped rate was 0.15-nm/mm. The exposure time was 3 seconds for one step. One translation step was 20 times of its pitch. This step changes along the fiber as local Bragg wavelength is adjusted by the Y-axis stage.
Chirped FBG
4.Conclusion
A novel FBG fabrication setup is reported. The system combines stage-of-the-art equipment including laser, PZTs and air-bearing translation stages, with simplicity of independent controls of local Bragg wavelength, phase and apodization for fabricating any arbitrary FBGs. The working principle is reported. Some essential challenges are discussed. This paper reports some preliminary results. The fabrication of a 90-mm long FBG with 3dB bandwidth of less than 15-pm and a 50-mm long chirped FBG with 0.15-nm/mm chirped rates were demonstrated. With the new ability to control phase, apodization and local Bragg wavelength, a variety of sophisticated FBGs can be fabricated, potentially opening up many new applications which can benefit from FBGs with designs which is difficult to write currently.
